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Education in India has been one of the major strength that this country owns. India, being a cultural
rich country not only focuses on preliminary education. But also encourages youngsters for extra-
curricular activities like dancing, music and others. Delhi celebrated its 100th year of being as the
capital of India. This honour of becoming a capital is not only given to the city for its business
possibilities and geographical structure. Perfect blending of culture,religion and belief collectively
make it so rich.Indian classical dance and music is not only believed but has been acknowledged
and recognized by people all over the world.Various organizations and individuals are engaged in
offering classical and western dance classes in Delhi and music classes in Delhi. Qualified and
experienced teachers handle the training sessions by providing basic, intermediate and advanced
levels of training.

Nowadays, even schools and colleges are getting into act of training their students by organizing
extra-curricular activities. Recent surveys have revealed that only work and no entertainment can
make your child dull. Now, these music classes and dance classes in Delhi is given equal
importance as that of professional courses in Delhi. These institutions are opened at every nook in
Delhi and provide instructions in dancing for all age groups from toddlers to adults. Music classes in
Delhi let your child have some fun as well as learn something about Indian culture and
tradition.Several dances in India require right steps and facial expressions with comprehension of
music and rhythm. With dance and music shows becoming popular on TV, even parents now are
interested in admitting their child to one of these activities.

There are so many dance classes in Delhi that it becomes a daunting task to choose,which one is
best for you.These classes provide training on South Indian dancing,Bollywood dancing and
classical dancing. But, look for an academy that has specialization in the training session that you
are opting to choose.With Indian dances coming on the center stage of world platform, there are
innumerable opportunities for dancers and allied performers in career growth. Moreover, it also
guides career opportunities to choreography and in arts or allied management arenas.For educating
your child there are various professional courses in Delhi, but all are not same. Maybe, your child
has inclination towards dancing or singing, so it's your prime duty to understand his needs and
encourage him to have a bright future by admitting to these classes.
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